POETRY AND FAIRY
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FAIRIES, FOLK TALES, MAGIC AND MYSTERY,,,

2022

The Chiltern Arts 2022 Season explored the world of a Midsummer Night’s Dream, and our poetry
and fairy competitions invited all members of our communities to explore these themes as well.
Here we showcase the winning and shortlisted entries from the 2022 competitions.
With many thanks to our honorary panelist for 2022, poet Rebecca Watts.
Congratulations to all!
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The Winning
Entries

Tendrils of Gold
Stretching high above the clouds,
The oak tree grew, wizened and old,
Reaching out its gnarled leafy boughs,
Its crinkled eyes twinkled through its mossy blindfold.
The oak’s arm like branches stretched high above,
A canopy of dark and emerald-green,
Leaves encased each branch like a glove,
Thickening the spiderweb that hid the unseen.
I decided one night amidst the tapestry of stars,
To explore the unknown realm under the oak,
I felt a burning sensation deep down in my heart,
What magic lay beneath its leafy cloak?
I tiptoed through the blanket of black,
Icy grass sent shivers up my spine,
I reached the oak without turning back,
When its gnarled face twisted into a smile.

Boom! Fairies filled the air,
Twinkling, glittering twirling around,
The golden dust settled in my hair,
I was surrounded by a fairy cloud.
The boughs of the oak were adorned with fairies,
Like a Christmas tree twinkling in the night,
The dark suddenly seemed a lot less scary,
With each tiny fairy lit up so bright.
Like hundreds of hungry golden snakes,
Tendrils of gold appeared through the mist,
They ensnared me, in a grip I couldn’t shake,
Here I was when I made my wish.
I was the caterpillar, cocooned so tight,
Changing, distorting, about to transform.
I emerged as the butterfly ready for flight,
My new frail form ready to soar.
Now I float with these fairy folk,
Dance and glitter and fly,
I have my own light, as I perch in the oak,
And now and again, I see the tree smile.
Libby Harrison, Age 11

The Shortlisted
Entries

Little Fairy
(Sung to the tune of London’s Burning)
Little fairy, little fairy,
Flying in the sky, flying in the sky.
Twinkle, Twinkle;
Twinkle, Twinkle;
Said the fairy,
Little Fairy.
— Amelia Astwick, age 2
The Glimmer of Hope
Seeping into the crisp, fresh air,
Through the heart of forest,
Over the ground so bare,
An army of smoke drifted where,
stood the home of magic,
The Fairy Lair.
Trees were being cut down, one by one,
Falling down!
Like dominoes!
All peace was disturbed in the home of magic,
This outcome was sure to be tragic.
Chaos struck through The Fairy Lair,
Shouts of misery filled the air,
Through all this panic there remained a glimmer of hope,
A golden ray of sunshine in a storm,
The glimmer of hope fluttered around,
Wandering what to do with the mayhem and the sound,
Eureka!
The idea hit him,
It wasn’t the sounds or the chaos that was horrific,
It was what was changing around them,
The pollution, the waste, the world getting hurt.
The glimmer of hope did many little things,
He created other ways for factories to work,
Recycled the paper, the plastic and the tins,
With every small deed the glimmer of hope did,
The peace returned to The Fairy Lair.
Be the glimmer of hope in our world
— Aarisha Band, age 11

Sapphire the Fairy
by Chloe Bassett, age 8

The Dancing Light
Through the dark forest I trudge,
Through the falling snow,
The wind howls like a wolf
Through the forest I go.
I spy something in the shadows,
A tiny glowing light,
something coming towards me,
A little forest sprite!
It hops around in front of me,
Performing a spirited dance,
Gambolling gliding, glowing
It puts me in a trance.
The sun begins to rise,
The snow is melting away,
I look at my watch and then call out,
“I better be on my way!”
Through the awakening forest I prance,
Through the glistening trees,
The sun shines like a copper penny,
Though the crispy leaves.
Daisy Bergmans, age 11

Peacock the Fairy
by Isla Wood, age 9

Magic night sounds
The pixies snore,
The unicorns dream,
The fairies pick up the children’s teeth,
All is quiet.
The goblins make mischief,
The centaurs gallop around the woods,
The golden griffin hunts,
The world goes to sleep.
The dragons breathe fire,
The Pegasus dozes off,
The mermaids rest of the seabed,
There isn’t a sound.
The golden goose keeps her eggs warm,
The genie goes back in his lamp,
The manticores cuddle up warm,
Everything rests.
The trolls feast on dead bodies,
The Loch Ness Monster naps,
The sea serpent scares everyone,
Everyone closes their eyes.
The elves work,
The gnomes toddle around,
Aladdin says goodnight to his genie,
Everything is dark.
The fairy godmother grants wishes,
The werewolves howl to the moon,
The wizards cast potions,
Humans go to sleep.
Tulla Butler, age 7

Ophelia the Fairy
by Poppy Farrar, age 10

Odelle the Fairy
by Isla Wood, age 9
Folklore Wonder!
In the morning light, silhouettes danced majestically
through the forest of the Oak Fairies.
Tumbling off raindrops and nestling beneath leaves,
their laughter echoed within conker shells as their eyes shone
in the sparkling drops of dew.
The pixies’ wings glinted in the rays of beautiful light
as it seeped through the canopy of trees.
The utopic woodland moss came alive with an emerald illumination,
brought to life as nimble nymphs skipped barefoot.
Soon, the serene snow saw them flutter away
like butterflies released from their cocoon,
their breath gilding the leaves with a pearlescent frost,
As they flew in folklore wonder, forever hidden from view.
Monty Cheung, age 9

The Boy who cried Pixie
I once knew a boy who told tall tales
About finagles of fairies in old hay bales
He was running to school and thought he was late
So he took a shortcut through an old wooden gate
While he was here he thought he might think
Of a lie involving the missing link
He ran on and on then out of the blue
A blur of a pixie past him it flew
He took a deep breath and then he saw
The black furry tail of a minotaur
Looking up he saw a towering toadstool
On top of a chest full of well-polished jewels
Unicorns galloping, purple leaved trees
Griffins were soaring on top of the breeze
Something was shaking him and only to find
He had to leave this great world behind
He opened his eyes and was it a dream?
A mythical mystical midsummer dream?
He went to school and told all his friends
Their usual answer came back again
“The boy who cried pixie!” they said to his face
Those words made him feel like a great big disgrace
Walking home sadly he saw the old gate
And now I shall tell you this little boy’s fate
A fairy voice sang “Hey! Come over here!
With a little bit of magic you can just disappear.”
Now I have reached the end of this rhyme
About a dreamy boy lost in time.
Edward Davis, age 9

PinkBell the Fairy
by Zaynab Hussain, age 10

Searching for Fairies
Fairies, fairies,
please come out.
Fairies, fairies,
hear me shout.
I’ve looked everywhere,
high and low.
Fairies where are you?
I just don’t know!
Softly, softly,
the branches creak.
Slowly, slowly,
the fairies peep
from behind leaves and branches,
and delicate blooms.
Fairies begin to dance,
to a lively tune.
Gracefully, gracefully,
amongst emerald leaves,
playfully, playfully,
mischievous fairies tease.
Then all of a sudden,
an unseen cat pounces.
Giggles turn to cries,
As each fairy flies.
Swiftly, swiftly,
the garden falls silent.
Leaves still, voices hushed,
no longer vibrant.
Goodbye fairies for now.
Fly safely home.
I know you’ll be close,
and I won’t be alone.
Liana Featherstone, age 11

Diamond the Fairy
by Penelope Ross-McCall, age 6

The Forest
The forest full off fairies darting from tree to tree
Dandelions roaring as loud as fire
The wind stroked Sunflowers
And whistled a tune up logs
The stream lapped at the rocks happily
The leaves danced around the fairies like confetti
Clovers spun like tiny helicopters
The grass was like tiny waves in the wind
The dragon flies zoomed like arrows
And imps ran like shadow tigers
Sebastian Froehlich, age 9

Curype the Fairy
by Zaynab Hussain, age 10

Fairies in the Forest
Fairy footprints on the ground
Always step carefully
If you think they are around.
Rustling leaves on the trees
Enchanted woods are the place to be:
Explore a made up one with me
Small houses made from twigs
Ivy wrapped around the rooftops
Never be scared, they like kids
Toadstools in a ring
Hear the fairies’ little voices sing
Every fairy likes dancing in Spring
Flowers grow where fairies play
On the grass
Roses help to mark the way.
Everyone it’s time to go:
Sleeping well helps you to grow
The forest fairies told me so!
Annabelle Klepping, age 7

Jojo Perry the Fairy
by Isaac Simpson, age 10

Lily the Fairy
by Niaz Masoumshaht, age 7

A Mystical Fairy
(Acrostic)
A beautiful mystical fairy came alive
Magical and wonderful
Yellow sparkling wings
Shimmered in the sky as she flew towards me
Tiptoeing into my bedroom
I was amazed I met a fairy
Called Crystal, she became my secret friend
All and every night she came round to play
Laughing and giggling all night long
Fairy friends last forever
A fairy friend is kind, loving and always helps you
I love to have a fairy friend with a magic touch
Red, pink, blue, purple and yellow, her hair magically changes colour
You will treasure finding your fairy friend
Willow Morton, age 8

Fairies Picnic Wonderland
The fairies lived in the woods, and all the fairies
loved Mary the Fairy the most.
Mary the Fiary was a little hairy,
but she did know how to pack a scrumptious picnic.
It was full up with blackberries
strawberries, snozberries
and the juiciest blueberries.
The basket had a hole
which was made by a mole.
As they danced along,
the food was gone,
except the snozberries,
because it was made by Mary
the not so Scary Fairy
with the magic wand.
The snozberries were so yummy
they landed all up in Mary’s tummy.
Mary was so full
She was as round as a ball.
She fell onto her wand
And rolled into the pond.
Mary the Fairy was soaking wet
and now looked more like a pet.
The hairy little fairy was now extremely scary
because she had turned into a Spider!!!!
Her forest friends laughed
because they knew her well.
They came together to break the spell.
Now Mary the Fairy is no longer scary,
but only a little bit hairy.
Keegan Olivier, age 7

Rose the Fairy
by Piper Collier, age 9

Here They Are
Leaves rustling in the breeze,
Here they are, dancing among the trees.
Skipping, bounding, leaping, springing.
Here they are, laughing and singing.
Swinging swiftly, pixie after pixie,
Here they are, cheeky, playful and tricksy.
As they soar through the air, hear their calls,
Here they are, dancing over waterfalls.
Here they are, off to explore,
Flying over lake and more.
Here they are, prancing over countryside,
Excitable, keen and bright eyed.
Here they are, jumping over mushrooms and hedgerows,
Where are they going? No one knows!
Here they are, springing and swaying,
Wings fluttering, dress flying, hair flowing.
Blushful cheeks, the colour of rose,
Here they are, in flowing dresses, down to their toes.
The darting glow of their hazel eye,
Here they are, as they swoop, soar and fly.
Translucent in the eye of the moon,
Here they are, wings brushing the water of the lagoon.
Here they come, here they go,
Here they are, here they are.
Liberty Payne, age 10

Ben the Fairy
by Piper Collier, age 9

In the Magic Forest
In the magic forest
Where fairies come to play,
Be brilliant blue or charming purple
Flowers bloom all day.
Pixies rest on mushrooms
Glowing in the dark,
And far across the silky lake
Some friendly foxes bark.
Weaving through the ancient trees
Blanketed in moss,
A wolf runs past with shining fur,
His pelt the darkest gloss.
Fireflies blaze golden
Twinkling so bright.
Always a gleaming beacon of hope
In the blackest night.
The man in the moon rests quietly
White and grey and round,
Amidst a thousand glittering stars
Scattered all around.
The forest now is silent,
The fairies all asleep.
Dancing into dreamland,
Their slumber sweet and deep.
Daniella Southgate, age 11

Tim the Fairy
by Theo Joy, age 9

The Haunted Forest
Once upon a magic forest,
Fairies and spirits roamed the desolate ground,
They haunted nightmares,
And sucked the souls of weary travellers,
Trying to get to the pond of wishes.
The petrified looming trees,
Were filled with dark minibeasts,
That hid their secret treasure.
The distinct sound of silence,
Filled the wood,
Almost as if you were already dead.
It smells like death and decay,
How do I know?
Because I’ve been to that forest..
And got out with my life.
But not with my soul.
Ethan Thomas, age 9
Honeydew
The honeydew drips
As sprites leap across water
A love potion brews
Lilia Wright, age 10

Blaze the Fairy
by Edison Mcauliffe, age 9

Do you believe in Fairies?
Be careful how you answer this your life hangs by a thread.
We are not whimsy creatures in a story by your bed
nor sweetly dressed in froths of pink and blue.
Fairies are fearsome
fairies are wild
with steel-capped boots
and dressed in black
our nails are long as witches’ claws
our blood runs cold as ice
so if we have you in our sights - BEWARE !
For we breathe fire, not air.
We do the bidding of our queen
while she commands, serene.
She waves her wand, we do her will
Why ? Who can tell ? It’s just what fairies do.
We burn you with our eyes
we lash you with our tongues
our fingers twine into your hair
our teeth are sharp. We bite.
Be warned
for once we catch you we never let you go.
We hunt by day
we fly by night
on gossamer wings
so swift of flight.
With wings of wire we lash you to a tree
struggle you may, you never will get free
and there we will leave you, all trussed up and tied
helpless like a fly that a spider has spied.
Your life will be finished
not over - oh no -

but useless and screwed up
no life that you know.
So be careful of fairies
we are not what we seem
our teeth are so vicious
our methods extreme.
You believe we are creatures of story land - sweet ! but be warned if you meet one
we do not know defeat.
Now, tell me once and tell me true.
Do you believe in fairies ? Do you ?
— Bridget Fraser

Freya the Fairy
by Sophie Lloyd, age 9

An Ode to Fairies
At the bottom of the garden
Where no one ever goes,
Amongst the weeds and brambles
And where the small stream flows,
There is a world of wonder
Of small and magical things,
Of tiny feet and sparkling eyes
And silky, delicate wings.
We cannot ever see them.
Not with the naked eye,
But they are all around us
Trailing magic dust as they flutter by.
Some people don’t believe in them,
They think they’re figments in our heads,
But these creatures are busy beavering
Whilst we are sleeping in our beds.
They listen to our worries,
They collect our baby teeth,
They hear our dreams and wishes
And take them to their world beneath.
Sometimes they can be naughty,
Mischievous or mean.
But mostly they are sweet and kind,
Graceful and serene.
They love to dance to music
And sip nectar from acorn tops,
They spin and twirl like snowflakes,
And feast on strawberry crops.
They watch the seasons changing,
They help the flowers grow,
They’re friends with all the wildlife,
There’s no-one they don’t know!

So if you’re feeling anxious
Or have a worry or a woe,
Or you want to share a dream with them,
You know where you must go.
Down to the bottom of the garden
And in a whisper, not a shout,
Tell them what you’re thinking
(There’ll be loads of them about).
They’ll hear everything you’re saying
And they’ll always lend a hand
Coz they’re fairies, real as real can be,
And they come from Fairyland!
Sasha Reed

Holly the Fairy
by Olivia Mujuru, age 9

